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Abstract
We study innite words generated by polynomially bounded D0L systems and the relations
between equivalent and !-equivalent D0L systems. As the main result we show that if two
polynomially bounded D0L systems Gi =(X; hi; w), i=1; 2, are !-equivalent, then there exist
an integer t¿ 0 and t-tuples (i1; : : : ; it); (j1; : : : ; jt) such that the systems H1 = (X; h1hi1 : : : hit ; w)
and H2 = (X; h2hj1 : : : hjt ; w) are nearly equivalent in the sense that they generate the same word
sequences if certain su5xes of restricted lengths are disregarded. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The study of innite words generated by iterated morphisms is an important area in
the combinatorics of words and language theory. Culik II and Harju [3] showed that
equivalence is decidable for innite words generated by D0L systems; this is one of
the deepest results concerning iterated morphisms.
In this paper we study innite words generated by polynomially bounded D0L sys-
tems. For that purpose we discuss diAerent kinds of equivalences of D0L systems. As
the main result we show that if two polynomially bounded D0L systems Gi =(X; hi; w),
i=1; 2, are !-equivalent, then there exist an integer t¿ 0 and t-tuples (i1; : : : ; it),
(j1; : : : ; jt) such that the systems
H1 = (X; h1hi1 : : : hit ; w)
and
H2 = (X; h2hj1 : : : hjt ; w)
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are nearly equivalent in the sense that they generate the same word sequences if certain
su5xes of restricted lengths are disregarded. This result gives a very simple proof of
the result of Culik II and Harju for polynomially bounded systems.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics concerning D0L systems,
see [8,9]. For innite D0L words see also [5].
2. Denitions
A D0L system is a triple G=(X; h; w) where X is a nite alphabet, h :X ∗ → X ∗
is a morphism and w∈X ∗ is a word. A D0L system G=(X; h; w) is called a PD0L
system if h(x) is a nonempty word for all x∈X . The sequence E(G) generated by the
D0L system G=(X; h; w) consists of the words
w; h(w); h2(w); h3(w); : : : :
Below we will tacitly assume that all D0L systems under consideration are reduced. By
denition, a D0L system G=(X; h; w) is reduced if X does not contain letters which
do not appear in any word of E(G).
A D0L system G=(X; h; w) is called polynomial (or polynomially bounded) if there
exists a polynomial P(n) such that
|hn(w)|6P(n) for all n¿ 0: (1)
(Here |u| stands for the length of the word u∈X ∗.) If G is not polynomial there exists
a real number t ¿ 1 such that
|hn(w)|¿tn for almost all integers n¿ 1:
In this case G is called exponential.
Suppose G=(X; h; w) is a D0L system such that w is a prex of h(w). Then for any
n¿ 0 the word hn(w) is a prex of hn+1(w). Hence lim hn(w) exists. If there exists
an integer M such that (1) holds for P(n)=M; lim hn(w) is a nite word. Otherwise
lim hn(w) is an innite word. In this case we denote
h!(w)= lim hn(w):
For innite words generated by D0L systems which do not satisfy the prex condition
discussed above we refer to [5].
Suppose Gi =(X; hi; wi); i=1; 2, are D0L systems. G1 and G2 are (sequence) equiv-
alent if E(G1)=E(G2). G1 and G2 are !-equivalent if both h!1 (w1) and h
!
2 (w2) are
dened and equal. We recall two important results.
Theorem 1. It is decidable whether or not two given D0L systems are sequence equiv-
alent.
Theorem 1 is due to Culik II and Fris [2]. For a relatively easy proof see [6].
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Theorem 2. It is decidable whether or not two given D0L systems are !-equivalent.
Theorem 2 is due to Culik II and Harju [3]. The proof is di5cult.
3. The near equivalence of D0L systems
Suppose Gi =(X; hi; wi); i=1; 2, are D0L systems. Let E(G1)= (un)n¿0 and E(G2)=
(vn)n¿0. We say that G1 and G2 are nearly (sequence) equivalent if there exists a
positive integer K such that the following two conditions hold for any n¿ 0:
(i) if un = vn then un is a proper prex of vn or vice versa,
(ii) ||un| − |vn||6K .
It is often the case that two nonequivalent D0L sequences are nearly equivalent.
Example 1. Let X = {$; a; b} and dene the morphisms h1 :X ∗ → X ∗ and h2 :X ∗ →
X ∗ by
h1($)= $ab; h1(a)= ab; h1(b)= b
and
h2($)= $a; h2(a)= ba; h2(b)= b:
Then
hn1($)= $abab
2 : : : abn
and
hn2($a)= $abab
2a : : : bna
for n¿ 1. Hence the D0L systems G1 = (X; h1; $) and G2 = (X; h2; $a) are nearly equiv-
alent. Clearly, they are not equivalent. However,
h!1 ($)= h
!
2 ($a)= $abab
2ab3 : : : ;
hence G1 and G2 are !-equivalent.
Next, we prove that near equivalence is decidable for D0L sequences. In the proof
we use the basic properties of Z-rational sequences (see [1,10]).
Theorem 3. It is decidable whether or not two given D0L sequences (un)n¿0 and
(vn)n¿0 are nearly equivalent.
Proof. Dene the Z-rational sequence (an)n¿0 by
an= |un| − |vn|; n¿ 0:
First, decide whether or not an takes innitely many diAerent values, see [1]. If so,
(un)n¿0 and (vn)n¿0 are not nearly equivalent. Otherwise, the sequence (an)n¿0 is
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ultimately periodic. Without restriction, we assume that there exists a positive integer
p such that an+p= an for all n¿ 0. Denote m=max{|a0|; : : : ; |ap−1|} and consider the
su5xes of the words un (resp. vn), n¿ 0, of length m. Because (un)n¿0 and (vn)n¿0 are
D0L sequences, these su5xes form ultimately periodic sequences. Without restriction
we assume that there exists a positive integer q such that for any i; 06 i¡q, the
words ui+nq (resp. vi+nq), n¿ 0, have a common su5x of length m.
Now, to decide whether or not (un)n¿0 and (vn)n¿0 are nearly equivalent, it remains
to check whether or not
uj+npqwj1 = vj+npqwj2 (2)
for 06 j¡pq; n¿ 0, where the words wj1 and wj2 are dened as follows. If aj¿ 0;
wj1 =  and wj2 is the su5x of uj of length aj. If aj ¡ 0; wj2 =  and wj1 is the su5x
of vj of length |aj|. For a xed value of j; 06 j¡pq, to check whether or not (2)
holds for all n¿ 0 it su5ces to solve an instance of the HD0L sequence equivalence
problem. (For the decidability of the HD0L equivalence problem see [4].) Hence the
validity of (2) for all 06 j¡pq and n¿ 0 is decidable.
4. The compositional equivalence of D0L systems
Suppose Gi =(X; hi; wi); i=1; 2, are D0L systems. G1 and G2 are compositionally
equivalent if there exist k¿ 0 and k-tuples (i1; : : : ; ik); (j1; : : : ; jk) such that
h1hi1 : : : hik = h2hj1 : : : hjk : (3)
The systems G1 and G2 considered above in Example 1 are compositionally equiva-
lent. In fact, we have h1h2 = h2h1. Under mild assumptions compositional equivalence
implies sequence equivalence.
Lemma 4. Let G1 and G2 be as above and suppose (3) holds. If we have
hn1(w1)= h
n
2(w2) for 06 n6 k;
then G1 and G2 are sequence equivalent.
Proof. Let m¿ k and suppose that hn1(w1)= h
n
2(w2) whenever 06 n6m. Then
hm+11 (w1) = h1h
m
1 (w1)= h1hi1 : : : hik h
m−k
1 (w1)
= h2hj1 : : : hjk h
m−k
2 (w2)= h2h
m
2 (w2)= h
m+1
2 (w2):
It follows inductively that G1 and G2 are sequence equivalent.
On the other hand, compositional equivalence is a strong condition which is not
implied by sequence equivalence.
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Example 2. Let X = {a; b; c} and dene h1 :X ∗ → X ∗ and h2 :X ∗ → X ∗ by
h1(a)= ac; h1(b)= cb; h1(c)= c2
and
h2(a)= a; h2(b)= c2b; h2(c)= c2:
Then
hn1(ab)= h
n
2(ab)= ac
2n+1−2b
for n¿ 0. Hence G1 = (X; h1; ab) and G2 = (X; h2; ab) are sequence equivalent. How-
ever, G1 and G2 are not compositionally equivalent. This is seen by considering the
words
h1hi1 : : : hik (b)
and
h2hj1 : : : hjk (b)
for any k-tuples (i1; : : : ; ik); (j1; : : : ; jk).
In certain interesting cases, however, sequence equivalence implies compositional
equivalence. The following result is from Honkala [7].
Theorem 5. Suppose Gi =(X; hi; w); i=1; 2; are polynomially bounded PD0L sys-
tems. If G1 and G2 are sequence equivalent then they are compositionally equivalent.
Example 2 shows that Theorem 5 does not hold for exponential PD0L systems. Also,
Theorem 5 is not true for polynomially bounded D0L systems (see [7]).
In this section we generalize Theorem 5 by showing that for polynomially bounded
PD0L systems also !-equivalence implies compositional equivalence.
Theorem 6. Suppose Gi =(X; hi; wi); i=1; 2; are polynomially bounded PD0L sys-
tems. If G1 and G2 are !-equivalent then G1 and G2 are compositionally equivalent.
One lemma is needed. If u; v∈X ∗ we denote u6 v if u is a prex of v.
Lemma 7. Let Gi =(X; hi; wi); i=1; 2; be !-equivalent polynomially bounded D0L
systems. Then there exist positive integers A and B such that
|hi1hi2 : : : hin(wi)|6max{|hAn+B1 (w1)|; |hAn+B2 (w2)|} (4)
for all n¿ 0; 16 i; i1; : : : ; in6 2.
Proof. Dene the sequences (cn)n¿0 and (dn)n¿0 by
cn= |hn+21 (w1)| − |h2hn1(w1)|
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and
dn= |hn+22 (w2)| − |h1hn2(w2)|;
n¿ 0. Observe that one of the words hn+21 (w1) and h2h
n
1(w1) (resp. h
n+2
2 (w2) and
h1hn2(w2)) is a prex of the other.
Suppose rst that there is a positive integer D such that cn ¡ 0 and dn¡ 0 whenever
n¿D. We may also assume that hD1 (w1)6 h
D
2 (w2). Then for any positive integer t
we have
h4t+D1 (w1)6 h2h
4t−2+D
1 (w1)6 · · ·6 h2t2 hD1 (w1)
6 h2t+D2 (w2)6 h1h
2t−2+D
2 (w2)6 · · ·6 ht1hD2 (w2):
For su5ciently large t this clearly does not hold. Therefore, cn¿ 0 or dn¿ 0 for
innitely many n¿ 0. Without restriction we assume that cn¿ 0 for innitely many
n¿ 0. Because the sequence (cn)n¿0 is polynomially bounded and Z-rational, there
exist positive integers A¿ 2 and B such that cAn+B¿ 0 for any n¿ 0. By changing
B, if necessary, we may assume that
w26 hB1 (w1): (5)
Now
h1hAn+B1 (w1)6 h
A(n+1)+B
1 (w1) (6)
and
h2hAn+B1 (w1)6 h
An+B+2
1 (w1)6 h
A(n+1)+B
1 (w1) (7)
for any n¿ 0. Together (5)–(7) imply (4).
Proof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 7 there is a polynomial P(n) such that
|hi1hi2 : : : hin(x)|6P(n)
for all n¿ 0; 16 i1; : : : ; in6 2 and x∈X . This implies that there exist t¿ 1 and dis-
tinct t-tuples (i1; : : : ; it); (j1; : : : ; jt) such that
|hi1hi2 : : : hit (x)|= |hj1hj2 : : : hjt (x)| (8)
for all x∈X . Because G1 and G2 are !-equivalent we also have
hi1hi2 : : : hit (h
!
1 (w1))= hj1hj2 : : : hjt (h
!
2 (w2)): (9)
Together (8) and (9) imply that
hi1hi2 : : : hit = hj1hj2 : : : hjt :
Now, choose the integer p such that
i1 = j1; : : : ; ip−1 = jp−1; ip = jp:
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Denote f= hi1 : : : hip−1 ; f1 = hip : : : hit and f2 = hjp : : : hjt . We claim that f1 =f2. For
the proof let x∈X be the rst letter of h!1 (w1). Then
f1(h!1 (w1))=f2(h
!
1 (w1))
implies that one of f1(x) and f2(x) is a prex of the other, say f1(x)=f2(x)v where
v∈X ∗. Therefore,
ff1(x)=ff2(x)f(v):
Because ff1 =ff2, necessarily f(v)= . This implies v=  because f is nonerasing.
Hence f1(x)=f2(x) if x is the rst letter of h!1 (w1). Proceeding similarly we see that
f1(x)=f2(x) for all x∈X:
Therefore,
hiphip+1 : : : hit = hjphjp+1 : : : hjt ;
where ip = jp. This shows that G1 and G2 are compositionally equivalent.
5. The main result
In this section we show that two !-equivalent polynomially bounded D0L systems
are nearly compositionally equivalent in the sense of the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Suppose Gi =(X; hi; w); i=1; 2; are polynomially bounded D0L systems.
If G1 and G2 are !-equivalent; there exist t¿ 0 and t-tuples (i1; : : : ; it); (j1; : : : ; jt)
such that the systems
H1 = (X; h1hi1 : : : hit ; w)
and
H2 = (X; h2hj1 : : : hjt ; w)
are nearly equivalent.
Proof. We will use elementary morphisms. For their denition and basic properties see
[8], especially Theorem III 2:2. By this theorem there exist k¿ 0, a k-tuple (%1; : : : ; %k)
and morphisms f;p1; p2 such that
hih%1 : : : h%k =pif; i=1; 2 (10)
and pi and fpi; i=1; 2, are elementary. Because G1 and G2 are !-equivalent, we
have
(p1f)!(w)= (p2f)!(w)
and hence
(fp1)!(f(w))= (fp2)!(f(w)):
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Because fp1 and fp2 are nonerasing and polynomially bounded, Theorem 6 implies
the existence of t¿ 0 and t-tuples (i1; : : : ; it); (j1; : : : ; jt) such that
fp1fpi1 : : : fpit =fp2fpj1 : : : fpjt : (11)
Denote
H1 = (X; p1fpi1f : : : pitf; w)
and
H2 = (X; p2fpj1f : : : pjtf; w):
We claim that H1 and H2 are nearly equivalent. Because G1 and G2 are !-equivalent,
condition (i) in the denition of near equivalence is satised. Let K be the longest
image of any letter under p1 or p2. Then we claim that
||(p1fpi1f : : : pitf)n(w)| − |(p2fpj1f : : : pjtf)n(w)||¡K (12)
for all n¿ 0. Indeed, if
(p1fpi1f : : : pitf)
n(w)= (p2fpj1f : : : pjtf)
n(w)v; (13)
say, where v is a word which has a factor p1(y) for some letter y, we obtain by
applying f to both sides of (13)
(fp1fpi1f : : : fpit )
nf(w)= (fp2fpj1f : : : fpjt )
nf(w)f(v): (14)
Now f(v) =  because fp1(y) = . But then (14) contradicts (11). This shows that
(12) is true. Hence H1 and H2 are nearly equivalent. By (10) this implies Theorem 8.
The following example shows that Theorem 8 cannot be generalized for exponential
D0L systems.
Example 3. Let X = {a; b} and dene the D0L systems Gi =(X; hi; a), i=1; 2, by
h1(a)= ab; h1(b)= b2;
h2(a)= ab2; h2(b)= b2:
Then G1 and G2 are !-equivalent. Let t¿ 0, x two t-tuples (i1; : : : ; it); (j1; : : : ; jt)
and denote
g1 = h1hi1 : : : hit ; g2 = h2hj1 : : : hjt :
Then the D0L systems (X; g1; a) and (X; g2; a) are not nearly equivalent. To see this
observe that
g1(a)= abr and g2(a)= abs;
where r= it2t + · · ·+ i1 · 2 + 1 and s= jt · 2t + · · ·+ j1 · 2 + 2. Hence r = s. Because
|gn1(a)|=1 + r + 2t+1r + · · ·+ 2(n−1)(t+1)r
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and
|gn2(a)|=1 + s+ 2t+1s+ · · ·+ 2(n−1)(t+1)s
for n¿ 1, this implies that the diAerence
||gn1(a)| − |gn2(a)||= |r − s|(1 + 2t+1 + · · ·+ 2(n−1)(t+1))
is not bounded above.
To conclude we note that Theorems 3 and 8 give a new algorithm for the !-
equivalence of polynomially bounded D0L systems. Indeed, Theorems 3 and 8 give
a semialgorithm for !-equivalence whereas the existence of a semialgorithm for non-
equivalence is obvious.
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